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1 Claim Payment 

1.1 Overview 

The Claim Payment application allows the analysis of claims by claim payment type over time 

on a weekly or monthly basis.  Direct and ceded amounts are available by the full set of claim, 

coverage, policy and agent related dimensions.  

Drill-through is available on claim payment amounts in conjunction with the Date or Wk Date 

hierarchy.  

The Claim Payment application is loaded on a weekly or monthly basis from the claim 

administration system with transaction extracts of the claim payments during the load period.  

1.2 Structure 

The Claim Payment application has the following structures: 

Type Name 

Measure Groups Claim Payment 

Time Dimensions  Date  

Measure Dimensions  Claim Pymt Type 

Claim Bnft Date  

Reinsurance 

Claim Dimensions Claim 

Claim Age Duration 

Claim Duration Open 

Policy Dimensions Pol Adm System  

Coverage 

Policy 

Policy Base Coverage 

Group Policy 

Agent Dimensions Sales Agent 

Service Agent 

Duration Dimensions Coverage Age Duration 

Policy Age Duration 

Cohort Dimensions Coverage Calendar Status 

Policy Calendar Status 
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1.3 Schema 

Pol Adm System Sales Agent

Coverage Age Duration

Coverage Calendar 

Status

Group Policy

Coverage

Policy Age Duration

Policy Calendar Status

Policy

Policy Base Coverage

ReinsuranceDate

Service Agent

Claim

Claim Duration Open

Claim Age Duration

Claim Payment

Claim Bnft Date

Claim Pymt Type

 

1.4 Time Dimensions 

The Date dimension is based on load date of the claim payments over time, with transactions at 

the paid date where appropriate. 

1.5 Measure Dimensions 

The Claim Pymt Type dimension is a user defined dimension which identifies claims payment 

names such as accident benefits, medical benefit types, nursing home benefit types, etc. 

The Reinsurance dimension identifies direct or ceded amounts, with ceded amounts identifiable 

by reinsurer and treaty.  Ceded amounts are negative with values summed at the All level, 

which represents the retained position. 
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1.6 Measures 

The Claim Payment measure group has the following 3 measures as determined by the 

measure dimensions for the period determined by the Date dimension.  Direct payments are 

positively signed with reversal payments negative as of the reversal date, while ceded amounts 

(and reversals are opposite in sign):  

Measure Description 

Claim Pymt Count Net number of payment records (reversals signed as negative) 

Gross Claim Paid The claim amount paid gross of withholding tax.  From 

srcClaimPymt.GrossClaimPaid. 

Net Claim Paid The claim amount paid, net of withholding tax.  From 

srcClaimPymt.NetClaimPaid. 

 

1.7 Discussion 

Claim Payment counts and amounts are available in the Claim Payment measure group.  

Amounts are signed positive with reversals negative as at the at the reversal date (i.e. a ledger 

approach).   

Claims can be at claim and benefit level.  The claim levels match the policy contract levels:  

claim level is at policy level, and benefit level is at coverage level.  There can be more than one 

claim per policy and more than one benefit per coverage.  Claim and benefit level amounts are 

loaded separately. 

The Claim Bnft Date identifies the Service From date for which a claim payment was made.  It is 

a reported time dimension.  For lump sum claims, this is usually the date the insured event 

occurred.  For regular income claims, this is usually the start of the period the payment is 

intended to cover. 

Claim Payments are available on a weekly and monthly basis, and hence can be analyzed using 

either the Date or Wk Date hierarchies.  Claim payments are available at the payment date 

where feasible. 

 


